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Abstract 
We concentrate on several relatively new aspects of the study of fast electron scattering by 
atoms and atom-like objects, namely endohedral atoms and fullerenes. We show that the 
corresponding cross sections, being expressed via so-called Generalized Oscillator Strengths 
(GOS), give information on the electronic structure of the target and on the role of electron 
correlations in it. We consider what sort of information became available when analyzing the 
dependence of GOS upon their multipolarity, transferred momentum q and energy ω .  
We demonstrate the role of nondipole corrections in the small-angle fast-electron inelastic 
scattering. There dipole contribution dominates while non-dipole corrections can be 
considerably and controllably enhanced as compared to the case of low and medium energy 
photoionization. We show also that analyses of GOS for discrete level excitations permit to 
clarify their multipolarity. 
The results of calculations of Compton excitation and ionization cross-sections for noble gas 
atoms are presented. 
Attention is given to cooperative effects in inelastic fast electron – atom scattering that 
results in directed motion of the secondary electrons, a phenomenon that is similar to “drag 
currents” in photoionization. 
We demonstrate how one should derive GOS for endohedral atoms, e.g. 60@CA  and what 
is the additional information that can be obtained from corresponding GOS.  
Most of discussions are illustrated by the results of concrete calculations. 
 
PACS: 31.25.Jf, 32.80.Cy, 34.80.Dp, 34.80.Gs. 
 
1. Introductory remarks 
Fast electrons interact relatively weak with the target charges. Therefore, the respective 
inelastic cross-sections, apart of being interesting for different applied areas of science and 
technology, supply information on the transition probabilities and ionization of the target 
objects. Thus, they give important knowledge about the electronic wave function of the target in 
its initial and final states, i.e. before and after interaction with the fast electron. 
Since long ago it has been recognized that the fast charge particle (including electrons) 
inelastic scattering cross-section can be presented as a product of two factors solely dependent 
upon the properties of the projectile and target, respectively [2]. All features of the target are 
collected in the so-called Generalized Oscillator Strengths (GOS). Their definition and main 
                                                 
∗/It is my pleasure indeed to present this paper, in fact a short review, to a volume of Proceedings of a 
Symposium dedicated to the 70th birthday of Prof. Dr. Russell A. Bonham. His great contribution to the 
field of theoretical and experimental study of the excitation and ionization of atoms and molecules using 
electron scattering and coincidence techniques is widely acknowledged. His papers in the field were 
published already as earlier as more than forty years [1] 
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properties are discussed in monographs (e.g. [3]) and described at length in review articles (e.g. 
[4])  
The use of fast electrons as a tool to study the targets internal structure has definite 
advantages as compared to photoionization that is also powerful in investigating the structure of 
the target. The main advantage is the ability of fast electrons to excite not only dipole transitions, 
but also transitions of other multipolarity. It is also essential that the GOS are, unlike 
photoionization cross-sections, dependent not only upon the transferred to the atom energy ω  
but also transferred momentum q . As a result the GOS are able to check the targets wave 
functions at different distances. 
It is essential to have in mind that the fast electron inelastic scattering cross-sections are 
much bigger than that of photoionization. On the other hand, the disadvantage of inelastic 
electron scattering as compared to photoionization is the relatively big role played by interaction 
between the projectile and target before and after the target ionization or excitation takes place.  
Although known since long ago and being a relatively simple method of receiving 
information on targets structure, even called “synchrotron for pure men”, the inelastic fast 
electron scattering still has a lot of resources. The ability of this approach is far from being 
exhausted. A lot was done recently in this domain, including problems of small angle scattering, 
minima in GOS etc, which is illustrated by the prominent number of recent publications (see e.g. 
[5-11]).  
The content of this brief review will be some of the recent results obtained in this direction 
by my colleagues and me, and outlining some nearest perspectives in this area of research.  
By studying GOS one can obtain information on electron correlations of different 
multipolarity, which is almost impossible in photoionization studies. Indeed, we will present 
results demonstrating for noble gas atoms the big difference [12] between one-electron GOS 
obtained in Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation, and that taking into account the deviation from 
the one-electron picture in the frame of the Random Phase Approximation with Exchange 
(RPAE) [13, 14]. The correlations proved to be important for dipole and at least for quadrupole 
channels of the target ionization in a big domain of q [12].  
It was demonstrated recently, that it is great interest to study photoionization in atoms with 
semi-filled electron subshells, where strong dependence of the cross-sections upon term of the 
residual ion was found [15]. We suggest that the same problem could be of interest in GOS 
studies. Of special interest is the case of GOS for 3d electrons in Xe, Cs and Ba, where the role 
of 2./33d  level upon 2/53d was clarified and proved to be very important [16], similar to the case 
of photoionization [17]. Note that in calculations the 2/53d  and 2/33d  levels were treated as 
semi-filled subshells. 
It appeared that by investigating GOS of discrete levels we can determine their multipolarity 
or disclose the presence of e.g. two closely located discrete levels, otherwise almost 
indistinguishable [18, 19]. As it was demonstrated in [19], the experimentally observed 3p-4p 
level is mainly monopole, while the experimentalists claimed that it is quadrupole [20]. It 
appeared that the RPAE correlations affect considerably the position and magnitude of the 
minima in GOS of discrete levels [21]. 
Note that at small q  GOS tend to ordinary dipole oscillator strengths (OSO) at any projectile 
energy [22]. With growth of q non-dipole corrections become increasingly important. Although 
they can be detected in the angular distributions of photoelectrons even at not too high photon 
frequencies ω [23], the relative role of these corrections is much smaller there than it can be in 
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GOS. In the latter case varying the transferred momentum can controllably change the non-
dipole terms contribution. 
Similar to the case of photoionization, inelastic electron scattering leads to creation of the so-
called “drag current” [24] – a coherent cooperative movement of ionized electrons, the 
estimation of which will be performed in this paper. 
Compton scattering and excitation cross-sections can be expressed via respective GOS. We 
will present results obtained for Compton scattering on noble gases [25] and on discrete levels 
excitation [26].  
We will present semi- qualitative analyses of GOS for endohedral atoms, e.g. 60@ CA , at 
first, the manifestation of so-called confinement resonances, which were discussed recently in 
photoionization [27]. We will analyze also another effect of 60C , namely the influence of its 
dynamic polarization [28] upon the dependence of GOS of the atom A located inside the fulleren 
shell upon frequency and angular momentum. 
Atomic System of units, with electron mass m, charge e, and Planck constant h  equal to 1, 
1=== hem  is used in this paper. 
 
2. Main formulas 
Differential in transferred to the target atom energy ω  and incoming fast particle scattering 
angle Ωd ,the inelastic scattering cross-section Ωddqd if ωωσ /),(2  that is accompanied by the 
target’s transition from the initial state i to the final f is given by the following relation [2,3]: 
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Here pp ′, are the momenta of incoming and outgoing projectile, || pp ′−=q , and the GOS 
),( qG fi ω  is defined by the following formula:[2, 3] 
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where N is the number of atomic electrons and fi ,Ψ  are the atomic wave functions in the initial 
and final states with energies iE  and fE , respectively; if EE −=ω . Note that the final state can 
belong to both discrete and continuous spectrum. Because the projectile is assumed to be fast, its 
wave functions are plane waves and its mass M enters GOS indirectly, namely via the energy 
and momentum conservation law: 
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Here p is the momentum of the projectile in the initial state.  
It follows from GOS definition (2) that when 0=q  GOS coincides with the ordinary 
oscillator strength (OOS) of optical transitions or is simply proportional to the photoionization 
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cross section (see, for example [3]), depending upon whether the final state is a discrete 
excitation or belongs to the continuous spectrum. The energy ω  enters GOS either via a factor 
in Eq. (2) or indirectly, via the energy fE . 
 Let us expend the exponent )exp( rqi rr in (1) into the following series 
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Then in one-electron Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation Eq. (2) with the help of (4) 
simplifies considerably, reducing to the following relation: 
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where 
ifififf srrmlinif rRr ,,, ),()()( ,),(, χϕθφ ε Υ=
r
 are the HF one-electron wave functions with their 
radial, angular and spin parts, respectively, )(qrjL  is the spherical Bessel function, )(cosϑLP  is 
the Legendre polynomial and qrrq /cos rr=ϑ . The excitation energy of the i→f transition is 
denoted as fiω . The principal quantum number, the angular momentum, its projection and spin 
quantum numbers of the initial i and final f states are denoted by ifn , , fil , ifm ,  and ifs , , 
respectively. Final state continuous spectrum wave functions are determined instead of fn by 
one-electron energy ε . 
 The multi-electron correlations we will take into account in the frame of well-known 
Random Phase Approximation with Exchange - RPAE. In the language of diagrams the inelastic 
scattering of fast electrons in the RPAE frame can be presented in the following way [13]: 
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The dashed line, the line with an arrow to the right (left) and the wavy line represent the 
incoming photon, electron, vacancy and the Coulomb interelectron interaction, respectively. The 
gray circle stands for the effective interaction between the atom and the virtual longitudinal 
photon emitted by the projectile. 
Analytically, the RPAE equations look as follows [13]: 
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Here )( FF >≤  denotes occupied (vacant) HF states, nε are the one-electron HF energies, 
0→η and )0(1=kn  for )( FFk >≤ ; LLL ikVnfkiVnfkiUnf |||||| −= is the L 
component of the matrix elements of the Coulomb interelectron interaction V (see e.g. [14]). It is 
seen that the equation for each total angular momentum of an excitation L is separate. The 
procedure of solving this equation is considered in details in [13, 14]. System of equations (7) is 
solved numerically, as is described in [14]. 
A relation similar to (5) determines the GOS in RPAE ),( fiLfi qG ω :  
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where f  and i  are the final and initial HF states, respectively. 
Symbolically, the RPAE equations can be presented as is done in [13, 14] 
 
 UTtT χˆˆˆˆ += ,                                                                (9) 
 
where U is the combination of Coulomb direct and exchange interelectron interaction, and χˆ  is 
the term, describing virtual electron – vacancy excitation [see )( ifωχ  in (6)], which can be 
presented symbolically as follows:  
 
 )/(1ˆ)/(1ˆˆ ωωηωωχ ′+−+′−= i                                             (10) 
 
with 0+→η  and ω  being the energy, transferred to the target atom from the projectile, while 
ω′  is the energy of any atomic discrete or continuous spectrum electron – vacancy excitation. 
The equations (6) and (7) determine the RPAE values for the GOS of continuous spectrum 
and discrete excitations. Some time ago calculations of GOS for continuous spectrum were 
performed for the following subshells of noble gas atoms: 2s2 and 2p6 in Ne, 3s2 and 3p6 in Ar, 
3d10, 4s2 and 4p6 in Kr, 4d10, 5s2 and 5p6 in Xe [12]. The results were obtained in one-electron 
HF approximations and with account of multi-electron correlations in the frame of RPAE. The 
transferred linear momentum q varied from zero to 2 atomic units and the transferred energy ω  
varies from ionization threshold to 5-8Ry. We took into account four values of the transferred 
angular momentum 30 ÷=L . It appeared that the role of RPAE corrections is the biggest in the 
dipole channel, L=1, but also quite noticeable in the quadrupole channel, L=2, also. 
 
3. Intradoublet correlations 
It was demonstrated recently that due to interaction between electrons belonging to two 
components of the spin-doublet, 2/53d  and 2/33d  in Xe, Cs and Ba, the partial photoionization 
cross-section 2/53dσ  acquires a prominent maximum that was called intradoublet resonance [17]. 
This behavior is reflected also in other characteristics of the photoionization process.  
Of interest is to investigate how the intra-doublet interaction is reflected in GOG, namely in 
its dipole component as a function of q and learn how this interaction is manifested in transitions 
of other multipolarity, namely monopole, quadrupole and octupole. This rather complicated 
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calculation can be considerably simplified if one treats electrons belonging to 2/53d  and 2/33d  
levels as, approximately, two closed subshells of equal number of spin “up” and “down” 
electrons.  
Corresponding generalization of (7) to a system of two kinds of electrons was developed in 
[29] and adjusted to the case on 3d spin doublet in [17]. Another effect beyond RPAE that is 
essential for deep subshells like 3d in Xe, Cs and Ba is rearrangement, that is the modification of 
the outer electrons’ state while the inner electron leaves the atom. All this leads to the 
approximation, the name of which has been abbreviated as SP GRPAE that means Spin 
Polarized Generalized RPAE.  
 Using just this approach, the GOS for dipole, monopole and quadrupole transitions were 
calculated in [16] for both, 2/53d  and 2/33d , levels in Xe, Cs and Ba for energies ω  above the 
3d-threshold by 60-80 eV and in the momentum q range 41.0 << q  a.u. (atomic units). 
Particularly strong modifications under the action of the intra-doublet interaction were found in 
the dipole transition that even increase with q growths. In general, the GOS of 2/53d electrons are 
strongly affected, while 2/33d GOS are almost not affected by electron correlations. To illustrate 
these statements, in Fig. 1 we present  
the results for GOS of Cs 3d 
electrons[16]. It is seen at the 
same time that the height of 
the maxima are decreasing 
with q growth.  
Fig. 2 illustrates the 
situation with the monopole 
GOS [16]. It is seen, that 
while they are strongly 
affected by intradoublet 
interaction, they are by an 
order of magnitude smaller 
than the dipole GOS. As to 
the GOS of quadrupole 
transition, they proved to be 
considerably less sensitive to 
the intradoublet interaction 
than dipole and monopole 
GOS. Their magnitude in the 
considered in this section 
cases is extremely small: 
three orders of magnitude 
less than the monopole GOS. 
 Note, that experimental 
investigation of considered 
above GOS is of interest and 
significance as a test of our 
ability to understan the 
evolution of the inradoublet resonance with growth of the momentum q transferred to the atom 
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Fig. 1. Dipole generalized oscillator strengths for Cs 3d 
subshell: (a) HF approximation and (b) SP RPAE results. 
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in the inelastic collision process. It requires, however, rather complicated experiment, in which 
the inelastic scattered and eliminated from atom electrons would be detected in coincidence.  
 
4. Identification of discrete levels 
An interesting application of GOS studies is the detection of the angular momentum of 
discrete transitions. Relatively recently the GOS of the lowest non-dipole transition in Ar, 
pp 43 → , was measured [20] and on the ground of obtained data has been identified as 
quadrupole. It was soon demonstrated that the experimental accuracy achieved in [20] is not 
enough to separate quadrupole and monopole pp 43 → levels, and in fact only GOS of their  
mixture was measured 
[18].  
 Calculations were 
performed by solving (7) 
and (8) numerically. 
 There is a specific 
feature that has to be 
taken into account when 
(7) is applied to discrete 
transitions. Namely, the 
denominator in the 
second term from the 
right hand side of (7) 
diverges at iffi εεω −= . 
To overcome this 
divergence, one has to 
isolate this term from the 
summation and take it 
into account analytically 
[14]. This step leads to 
alteration of the discrete 
excitation energy, in our 
case fiω , from being 
simply equal to 
ifif εεω −= . The real 
excitation energy ifω~ is 
given by the sum of ifω  
and the matrix element of effective “electron f -vacancy i” interaction >Γ< fifi fi ,|)(|, ω , the 
latter in general being essentially different from pure Coulomb interaction U. This matrix 
element was calculated according to procedure described in [14]. 
 After eliminating the divergent term from the sums in (7), the equation is solved leading to 
matrix elements >< fqAi |),(~| ω . As it was demonstrated in [14], due to ω -dependence of 
)(ωΓ , the expression for discrete excitation GOS are given by expression similar to (8), with an 
additional factor ifZ : 
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Fig. 2. Monopole generalized oscillator strengths for Ba 3d 
subshell: (a) HF approximation and (b) SP RPAE results. 
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where the renormalization factor ifZ
~
 is given by the following relation [14]: 
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 In our calculations [18, 19], however, ifZ
~
 proved to be close to one. 
 The results of calculations are 
presented in Fig. 3 and 4. It is seen 
from Fig.3 that the monopole 
contribution is considerably 
bigger than the quadrupole one.  
 Fig. 4 demonstrates that only 
by taking into account the 
contribution of both monopole and 
quadrupole transitions reasonable 
agreement with experiment can be 
achieved. 
 Note, that the GOS behavior 
studied in [19] for lowest 
excitations of all noble gases 
pnpnnp )2(,)1( ++→  is similar 
to that presented in Fig. 3. 
Namely, the difference between 
quadrupole and monopole GOS is 
noticeable: the monopole is 
bigger, at the main maximum by a 
factor of 1.5-1.8. As to the 
quadrupole GOS, it has a second 
maximum at relatively high 2q . 
 Since the quadrupole levels 
are decaying faster than the monopole ones, namely by emitting one quadrupole photon instead 
of two dipole photons, the excited atoms with remain in their monopole state. It seems that by 
measuring the quadrupole photon yield one can reliably distinguish the quadrupole excitations 
from the monopole. 
 Of particular interest is the consideration of dipole discrete excitation GOS, e.g. 3p-4s in Ar, 
where long ago a minimum was predicted [1] and much later found in experiment [30]. Note that 
quite recently it was demonstrated [31] that the electron correlations are not important while 
exchange is important in location of the position and value of the GOS minimum in Ar 3p-4s 
excitation. 
 The GOS of outer shell discrete dipole excitations, e.g. 3p-4d in Ar, are of interest since are 
very close in energy to octupole excitations with the same configuration. While at very small 2q  
the dipole contribution absolutely dominates, the quadrupole GOS increases very fast, so that 
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Fig. 3. HF (dots) and RPAE (heavy line) GOS of 3p-4p 
transitions. (a) – monopole, (b) – quadrupole [18] 
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already at 22 ≥q it is much bigger than the dipole [32]. This feature is typical for all noble gas 
atoms [32]. The high probability of octupole excitations at not too big 2q  opens the possibility 
of creating a gas volume with a large number of atoms in octupole-excited states. 
 
5. Small q non-dipole corrections 
 Investigation of non-dipole transitions in angular distributions of photoelectrons permitted 
experimental investigation of atomic quadrupole continuous transition matrix elements [33]. The 
investigations were inspired by the following expression for the angular distribution of 
photoelectrons from the nl subshell [34, 35, 36, 24]: 
 
( ) ( ) )],(cos)()(cos)()(cos
2
)(1[
4 312
θωκηθωκγθωβ
pi
ωσωσ γγ PPP
d
d
nlnl
nlnlnl ++−=
Ω
           (13) 
 
where ( )ωσ γnl  is the nl 
subshell photoionization 
cross-section, c/ωκ = , c is 
the speed of light, )(cosθlP  
are the respective 3,2,1=l  
Legendre polynomials, θ  is 
the angle between 
photoelectron and incoming 
photon momenta; the 
parameters )(ωβnl , )(ωγ nl  
and )(ωηnl  are expressed 
via dipole 1±→ lnl ε  and 
quadrupole 2, ±→ llnl ε  
transitions matrix elements 
and 2,1, ±± lll  
photoelectron scattering 
phases [24]. 
 The prominent defect 
of using equation (13) as a 
tool to study quadrupole 
continuous spectrum 
transition originates from the smallness of the parameter κ  in the non-relativistic domain, in 
particular close to thresholds of the outer atomic shells, where 1/1 <<≈ cκ . It is essential also, 
that equation (13) does not include any information about monopole excitations. 
 Both these minuses could be eliminated if to consider small q inelastic fast electron 
scattering by atoms. To illustrate this, let us concentrate for simplicity on ionization of an s-
subshell only. For this case the following formula can be obtained for the differential in angle of 
the ionized atomic electron cross-section, if one limits consideration with monopole, dipole and 
quadrupole transitions only*/: 
                                                 
*/ The following expressions were derived and analyses performed together with A. S. Baltenkov. 
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Fig. 4. Experimental (dots) [20] and calculated [18] GOS 
(sum of monopole and quadrupole contributions) of 3p-4p 
transition in Ar. 
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Here the following notations are introduced drrrRqrjrRqQQ LLnnLL 20, )()()(),( εε ε ∫=≡  and 
)(ϑiP  are the Legandre polynomials of the cosine of the angle between vectors of the transferred 
to the atom momentum q  and outgoing electron momentum k, ε2=k ; lδ  are the knocked-
out electron’s scattering phases. We see that LQ is just the first matrix element in the right hand 
side of (7).  
 For small q dominates the dipole term qQ ~1 , while 220 ~, qQQ , with in general different 
coefficients of proportionality. Note that in electron scattering small q small 1<q  that can be 
much bigger than c/1 . At 1/1 <<<< qc only terms 3210 ,,, BBBB  “survive”, becoming except 
for 10 =B  considerably simpler than in (15). To take the RPAE correlations into account one 
has to substitute LQ with corresponding solutions of (7) )exp(|~|~ LLL iQQ ∆= , where 
),( εqLL ∆≡∆ . Then instead of (15), one has:  
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where LLL ∆+≡ δδ
~
.  
 It is seen that inelastic electron scattering is able to supply information on the monopole and 
quadrupole parameters simultaneously. It is important that by changing q one can control the 
contribution of the non-dipole terms and thus enhance considerably the ability to measure them. 
However, in order to do this coincidence experiment is required, in which simultaneously two 
final-state electrons, the fast inelastic scattered and the relatively slow removed from the target, 
would be detected. 
 The relative contribution of non-dipole terms can be essentially enhanced due to the 
presence of monopole and quadrupole autoionization resonances, and suppressed by the dipole 
resonances. 
 With growth of q up to 1~q the simple formula (16) is no more valid and the general 
expressions (15) have to be used. 
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6.  “Dragging” of secondary electrons 
 Similar to the case of photoionization [34, 24], where the term proportional to )(cos1 ϑP  in 
(13) leads to forward-backward asymmetry, is the case of fast-electron small-angle scattering. In 
the case of photoionization this asymmetry results in so-called “drag currents” presenting 
directed motion of photoelectrons in a gas volume irradiated by a beam of photons. The current 
)(ωJ  is determined by the following formula [34, 24]: 
 
)(
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nlnl WSJ εσ
ωσ
ωκγω
γ
−= .                                                 (17) 
 
Here W is the photon beam’s intensity and S is its cross-section, )(ωσ γnl  is the photoelectrons’ 
scattering cross-section by target atoms, nlnl I−= ωε , and nlI  is the nl subshell ionization 
potential. Other notations are the same as in (13). A crude estimation gives for synchrotrons 
11210 −≈ sWS , leading to currents of about A1211 1010 ÷− . 
 Since )(ωγ nl  as a function of ω  can change sign and is strongly affected by the RPAE 
correlations, the same is characteristic for the current that is according to (17) independent upon 
the target gas density. The current can be essentially amplified at autoionization dipole and 
quadrupole resonances. The so-called Ramsauer minima in )( neA εσ  also amplify the current, 
since they determine the resistance of the gas to the free flow of photoelectrons. 
 Slow electrons knocked-out off the target in the process of fast –electron inelastic scattering, 
could also form a drag current. For a given, but small q, the contribution to this current from 
ionization of nl subshell is determined by an equation similar to (17): 
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nleA
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dqqdWSBqJ
εσ
ωσ
ω −= .                                            (18) 
 
It is essential to have in mind that according to (15) the parameter 1B  for nl subshell depends 
upon q and ω : ),(1,;11 qBB Lnl nl ωε ±≡ . More suitable for experimental detection in electron-atom 
scattering would be currents summed over all subshells and integrated over q and ω . The flux W 
in electron scattering case is much bigger than in photoionization, just as nlB κγ>>1  and 
)(),( ωσωσ γnlnl q >> . As a result, rather big currents, much more than the above mentioned 
A1110− , could be expected. However, in spite of obvious interest, this area is not yet developed 
neither theoretically nor experimentally.  
 
7. Compton scattering 
Compton scattering is a process of inelastic photon scattering. Its cross-section for non-
relativistic electrons is determined by the second-order in c/1  photon-electron interaction 
operator 22 2/)( crA r
r
 [37]. Since for the external electromagnetic field one can choose the vector 
potential as )exp()( rierA rrrr
r
κ= , that leads to the following expression for the differential in the 
photon emission angle γΩ Compton scattering cross-section γωσ Ωdd fi
C
if /)( : 
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Here ( )
cl
C dd γσ Ω/  is the classical Thompson scattering cross-section of a photon upon an 
electron [37], || kkq rr ′−= , k ′  is the emitted photon momentum, )( fiEk ω−=′ . Comparing (1) 
and (19), we see that the results for fast electron inelastic scattering and Compton scattering are 
interconnected. 
Compton scattering is of particular interest at high photon energies E, where it eventually 
becomes bigger than the photoionization cross-section. For He it happens already at keV6 . This 
value rapidly increases with atomic weight. Therefore one has the following limitation 
1/ <<Efiω , since atomic structure is essential for excitations of the ionization potential I  
order, Ifi ~ω . Neglecting terms with 1/ <<Efiω  in powers higher than one, the following 
relation can be obtained: 
 
γγ ϑϑ
ω
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2
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2/1
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E
Ec
Eq fi ≈
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

−= ,                                           (20) 
 
where 2/γγ θϑ =  and γθ  is the scattering angle of the outgoing photon. Thus, for a given value 
E  the angle γθ  determines the momentum q and vice versa. 
 Recently, numerical calculations were performed for Compton scattering cross-sections [25, 
26] of ionization and discrete excitations of several lowest levels. Noble gas atoms Ne, Ar, Kr 
and Xe were considered. Contributions were taken into account of transitions with transferred 
angular momentum in the range 30 ÷=L  and 8≤q at. un. The results are exemplified in Fig. 5 
and Fig. 6.  
Fig. 5 presents the results for Compton ionization of Kr 3d electrons. It is seen that the 
cross-section is dominated by a powerful maximum that is preceded by a minimum. It appeared 
that with the growth of ω  bigger and bigger q values became increasingly important. In order to 
calculate the total Compton cross-sections one needs to know the GOS values at high q. In the 
process of calculations it became clear that for such cross-sections we need to have GOS that 
correspond to higher than 3=L  transferred angular momenta.  
Fig. 6 depicts the Compton cross-section of excitation of Kr 4p-5p two very close located 
levels, namely monopole and quadrupole. Monopole cross-section has one big maximum, while 
the quadrupole has two. Experimentally, they are almost inseparable at high E , and therefore 
the sum of monopole and quadrupole terms is also presented in the figure.  
 
8. GOS of endohedral atoms 
Since recently a lot of attention is given to studies, yet at this moment only theoretical, of 
photoionization of so-called endohedral atom. This is an atom A located in the empty space of a 
fullerene F , that is a highly symmetric structure of carbon atoms C located at a surface. 
Endohedral atom is denoted as FA@ . Best known is the fulleren C60. In essence, the system  
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FA@  can be considered 
as an extended artificial 
atom, which is formed by 
an extra really multi-
electron shell, added to A. 
 Just as in an ordinary 
atom, the inter-shell and 
intra-shell correlations [13] 
are essential and can be 
treated similarly to ordinary 
subshells of many-electron 
atoms. 
 The fulleren affects and 
is affected by the atom A, 
modifying its properties and 
cross-sections. Most 
prominent are the 
modification of the inner 
atom A ionization cross-
section due to two factors. 
The first factor is the 
reflection of the ionized 
from atom A electron by 
the fullerenes shell: This 
factor manifests itself in 
interference patterns in the 
ionization cross-section as 
a function of the energy ε  
of the electron, ionized 
from F. The second effect 
is the modification of the 
interaction between the 
projectile and atom A due 
to virtual or real excitations 
of the fulleren F electron 
shell. The detailed 
description of both effects 
in connection to 
photoionization one can 
find in [38]. Therefore here we will limit ourselves with repeating only the main points of the 
methods employed in [38] emphasizing essential differences between photoionization of and the 
fast electron inelastic scattering on the FA@ atom.  
The atom’s A radius is much smaller than the radius R of the fullerene shell. Its thickness 
∆ is also small, as compared to R, R<<∆ . Therefore, for slow ionized electrons the real 
complex fulleren potential for a spherically-symmetric F such as e.g. 60C  can be substituted by a 
simple pseudo-potential:  
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Fig. 5. Parameter ),(3 qd ωξ  from (19) for 3d electrons of Kr as 
a function of two variables. 
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Fig. 6. Parameter ),( 5454 qpppp −− ωξ  from (19) for 3d electrons 
of Kr as a function of momentum q. 
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)()( 0 RrVrV −−= δ .                                                   (21) 
 
The radius R is known from experiment, while 0V  can be determined to describe electron 
affinity of −60C  in accord with observed data [39].  
The effect of (21) can be taken into account analytical, by expressing the partial wave with 
angular momentum l via the so-called regular )(rukl  and irregular )(rvkl  solutions of the atomic 
Hartree – Fock equation [14] for an ionized electron with linear momentum ε2=k  
 
Inclusion of (21) leads to a factor )(kFl′  in the photoionization amplitude that depends only 
upon the photoelectron’s linear k and angular l ′  moments [39, 27]: 
 
[ ])(/)()(tan1)(cos)( RuRvkkkF klkllll δδ −= ,                                    (22) 
 
where )(klδ is the ionized electron’s elastic scattering phase shift that can be expressed by the 
following relation: 
 
]2/)()(/[)()(tan 02 VkRvRuRuk klklkll −=δ .                                     (23) 
 
Using (23), the following relation for the partial photoionization cross-sections of the endohedral 
atom )(@
,
ωσ FA lkl ′  that corresponds to 1±=′→ lll  transitions was obtained (see e.g. [27]): 
 
)(|)(|)(
,
2@
,
ωσωωσ A lkll
FA
lkl F ′′′ =                                                  (24) 
 
 
where )(
,
ωσ A lkl ′  is the pure atomic cross-section for the same transition. The function 
2|)(| ωlF ′  
exhibits minima and maxima, the latter called confinement resonances [40, 27]. No doubt that 
similar effect will be seen in the cross-section of the fast electron inelastic scattering upon 
endohedral atom. 
For inelastic electron scattering amplitude (6) looks similar to (24): 
 
)(|),(||),(| @ ωωω
flL
FA
L FfqAifqAi >>≅<< ,                               (25) 
 
 In order to take into account the modification of the interaction between the projectile and 
atom A due to virtual or real excitations of the fulleren F electron shell, one has to solve the 
equations (5, 8), where )(ωχ  would include the contribution of the atomic and fulleren 
excitations on equal grounds. Small size of the atom A as compared to R permits again to 
separate the atomic and fulleren contribution. Similar to the case of photoionization [28], one 
has the following expression for the amplitude (6) with account of fulleren effect ),(@ ωqA FAL  
expressed via the corresponding pure atomic amplitude:  
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Here ),( qFL ωα  is the L-pole generalized polarizability of the fullerene shell.  
For the case of photoionization the situation is much simpler since only one term - with 
1=L  and in the limit 0=q , has to be taken into account. Note that )()0,(1 ωαωα FdF ≡  is the 
dynamic dipole polarizability of the fullerene. Fortunately, one can determine )(ωα Fd  almost 
directly from experiment: )/()()(Re 22 ωωωσωωα −′′= ∫
∞
I
FF
d dc  and 
  /4)()(Im piωωσωα FFd c= , while )(ωσ F  is the fulleren measured photoionization cross-section 
[41]. However, we cannot do the same for monopole, quadrupole and other multipolarity, as 
well as for generalized q dependent polarizabilities. 
Using (25) and (26) one has the following relation 
 
), ()(|),(||),(| @ qGFfqAifqAi LlLFAL f ωωωω >>≅<< .                            (27) 
 
To have a feeling of the impressive role of fulleren shell using as an example the case of 
60CF ≡ , we present )(2,1 ωF  in Fig. 7 [42] and )(1 ωG in Fig. 8 [43].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We see that both factors impressively affect the cross-section. It is reasonable to assume that the 
corresponding non-dipole factors ), ( qGL ω  will be also considerable and their q dependence, as 
well as that of ), (1 qG ω  will be essential. 
 
9. Conclusions and Perspectives 
We have presented here a number of novel results obtained in the investigation on fast 
electron inelastic scattering and its main characteristics - the GOS. We demonstrated that the 
GOS are strongly affected by electron correlations. We have discussed intra-doublet 
correlations, identification of discrete levels, non-dipole corrections to small angle fast electron 
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Fig. 7. Factors )(ωlF  as function of  
Photoelectron energy ε . 
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Fig. 8. Dynamic screening factor ).(1 ωG  
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inelastic scattering, cooperative “drag currents”, and Compton scattering. We argued that 
endohedral atoms are promising new objects for GOS studies. 
A number of effects and processes were not discussed mainly due to lack of space. For 
instance, we did not present reliable arguments (although deserving experimental verification) 
that the role of correlations in at least dipole GOS is big enough even at high transferred 
energies. We also did not mention the fact that GOS determine not only electron ionization but 
also photon emission in the fast electron-atom scattering that is called atomic bremsstrahlung. 
Of great interest are such relatively new objects of GOS studies as clusters and fullerenes 
themselves. 
To summarize, let me say that it is a lot to do in this old and still young domain of research. 
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